
A basic guide to fire safety.  Part 3



Welcome

Alan Shaw
Volunteer Member, IOSH Fire Risk 

Management Group

This is the third in a series of modern fire safety 

presentations.  This is ‘Fire Precautions’.



If there is one slide to remember
It’s this one



The fire triangle
Take one away to stop fire



How do we control fires?
The fundamentals of fire safety



Precaution follows prevention

Any building should have a variety of measures in place to minimise the risk 
of harm to people and of damage to property as a result of fire.

Fire precautions (safeguard taken if fire does 
break-out)

Detection Suppression Evacuation

Fire prevention (to prevent fires breaking out)



Fire precautions

Fire precautions:  

Protection measures and other procedures aimed at 
preventing or at least minimising the risks to persons 
and property in the event of a fire.

Definition



Fire precautions
Basic principles



Smoke detection
Spot the smoke detector?



Types of smoke alarms

Ionisation detectors are 

very sensitive to small 

particles of smoke 

produced by fast flaming 

fires, such as paper and 

wood, and will detect this 

type of fire before the 

smoke gets too thick.

Ionisation



Types of smoke alarms

Optical detectors are 

more effective at 

detecting larger particles 

of smoke produced by 

slow-burning fires, such 

as smouldering foam-

filled upholstery and 

overheated PVC wiring.

Optical



Types of smoke alarms

Heat sensors and alarms 

detect the increase in 

temperature from a fire 

and are insensitive to 

smoke.

Heat



Types of smoke alarms

Combinations of optical and 

heat alarms in one unit to 

reduce false alarms while 

increasing the speed of 

detection.

Combined Smoke and 

Carbon Monoxide Alarms: 

Alarms that combine both 

smoke detection and CO 

alarm protection in one 

ceiling-mounted unit. This 

reduces costs and takes up 

less of the living space.

Combined Optical smoke and heat alarms



Fire Action notices
… of which there are several designs



Fire Action notices

1. Raise the alarm.

2. Evacuate, do not stop.

3. Do not collect 

belongings.

4. Go straight to an exit.

5. Help others along the 

way.

6. Wait at the assembly 

point.

Do what it says on the notice

Test the 520 Hz alarm tone here!



Fire suppression
What choices to make to extinguish a fire?



Fire extinguishers
Typical examples

Class A Class B Class C Electrical Fire Blanket



Fire extinguisher classification

A:  Carbon based fires.

B:  Liquid fires.

C:  Gases.

D:  Metal fires.

Mg, Na, K, Ti, Be, Zr + 

alloys

F:  Cooking fats, deep fat 

fryers.

Electrical fires.

Types of fires, based on fuel source



Fire extinguishers

Water works by cooling.

1 min use
CO2 works by smothering 

and possibly cooling.

8-30 seconds use
Dry powder NH4PO3 works 

by smothering.

8-30 seconds use
Foam (AFFF) by 

smothering.

<30 seconds use

Fire blanket by smothering.

Infinite

And their uses



Other (odd) fire extinguishers

Halon 1301, BCF

• Vapourising liquids.

• Interrupt the combustion 

process.

• Mops-up free radicals.

• Still used in aviation & military 

applications.

• Replacements:  Clean Agent 

gas.

Highly specialist applications

Inergen / FM 200

• Reduced O2 levels below combustion, 
but allows for human breathing.

• Used for IT suites, data banks & 
document stores.



BCF is still the best!
For aviation use



Deployed fire extinguishers
At a typical fire point



Office & building fire fighting
Hose reels and conventional hand-held extinguishers



Kitchen fires
Be familiar with these



Colour coding
Occasionally there are some confusing colours



Sprinkler systems



Stopping fire spread
Important aspects of passive fire protection



Fire stopping in wall penetrations



Fire stopping
Cables, telecoms and heating water pipes



Where modifications are made
and re-installations are undertaken



Fire doors

FD60s: 1 Hour Fire Protection
• Steel or Solid Hard Wood.

• 54mm Depth of Door.

• Robust Construction: No Cracks or Holes.

• Must Fit Firmly Into Sound Door Frame.

• Doors on Escape Route Need Vision Panel.

• Glazing Must be Fire-Rated & Fit Correctly.

• Glass to Have Pyro or CE Mark.

• Installed & Maintained to BS 8124:2008.



Fire doors



Fire door closers & openers 

DorGard Sonic Door Closer   

MagLoc (Linked to FAS) 



Door certification & furniture



Fire panel and fireman’s lift



Gerda Box
safe storage of fire information for the brigade



Fire panels



Manual call point



Safe means of escape
Note wide doors in a school



Poor examples of MOE
In industrial safety



To summarise
About fire precautions …

- This is a wide-ranging 
subject and addresses 
all the issues you 
would want to build 
into the design and 
operation of a facility.

- Fire precautions follow 
on from fire prevention 
and you rely on them 
to save life and 
property. 

- Good fire precautions 
rely on management 
awareness, good 
training, inspection 
and maintenance, 
backed-up with sound 
and diligent 
processes and 
controls.



Conclusions

- Remember the fire 

triangle, minimise 

fuel and sources of 

ignition.  Be tidy.

- Learn the drill, find 

the means of escape.

- Take care of family, 

friends and 

colleagues.  Help 

them with your 

knowledge and skills.

What can we take away from this presentation?

- Fire is a Fatal Risk in 

all walks of life.

- The consequences 

can be terrible. 

- NEVER ignore fire 

prevention.

- Don’t be complacent 

about fire precautions 

and NEVER ignore 

warnings or take any 

risks.  If in doubt, go!



And finally, don’t forget …
Our next webinar in the series

13 January 2022 at 1230

Principle 4:  Fire Investigation


